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Models and data indicate differences in biomagnification
potential between fish and “air-breathers”
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Mechanistic explanation for relationship between
BMF & KOW and KOA
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Arnot et al. EST 2014
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Emerging bioaccumulation assessment criteria for
air-breathing organisms

~40% of DSL chemicals “not B” in
aquatic organisms, may be “B” in
air-breathers
Gobas, Kelly & Arnot 2003
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Objective: advance the science in B assessment for
air-breathing organisms
• Physical-chemical property screening criteria do not explicitly
consider ALL key toxicokinetic (TK) processes:
•
•
•
•

Absorption = Yes, but generally assumed ~ 100%
Distribution = No, but not required for B assessment
Metabolism (Biotransformation) = No!
Elimination = Yes, but some uncertainty

• Data and tools available (and emerging), to improve B
assessment and TK models for air-breathing organisms
• Focus here is on mammals
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Conceptual overview of key elements of the project
Evaluated in vitro & in vivo TK data and models
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Key tasks (aligned with project work packages)
1) Assimilate and critically evaluate PK/TK laboratory data (in vitro, in vivo)
and field data (BMF, TMF)
2) Develop and test one-compartment TK (1-CoTK) and generic physiologicallybased TK (G-PBTK) mass balance models for mammalian species
3) Develop and test QSAR models for predicting biotransformation half-lives
and other endpoints relevant for TK and B model applications (e.g., hepatic
clearance, degradation half-lives in the GIT, protein binding)
4) Refine and evaluate the BAT for mammalian species (e.g., “lab rat/mouse”)
5) Synthesize the state of the science and available data streams to develop an
integrated testing strategy for priority chemicals
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Assimilation and evaluation of relevant TK parameters
ABSORPTION (dietary)
•
•
•
•

Dietary absorption efficiency (ED)
Oral absorption efficiency (F)
Caco-2 permeability
Degradation in GIT

INTERNAL DISTRIBUTION
•
•
•

Volume of distribution (VD)
Tissue partitioning
Plasma protein binding

ELIMINATION
•

Biotransformation rates

•
•
•

Terminal elimination HL data
Renal clearance data
Other PK data (e.g., AUC)
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DATA TYPE

DESCRIPTION

INFORMATION COLLECTED

# RECORDS

# CHEMICALS

Biotransformation half-life, substrate depletion rate constant,
In vitro biotransformation In vitro hepatic biotransformation data in vitro intrinsic clearance rate, M-M kinetic parameters
- rodent
(microsomal, hepatocyte, S9 fraction)
Complementary data for scoring if available

6,000 (rat)
2,600 (mouse)

5,000 (rat)
2,000 (mouse)

Biotransformation half-life, substrate depletion rate constant,
In vitro biotransformation In vitro hepatic biotransformation data in vitro intrinsic clearance rate, M-M kinetic parameters
- human
(microsomal, hepatocyte, S9 fraction)
Complementary data for scoring if available

11,000

8,500

3,500

700

In vivo elimination rodent

Elimination half-life data, some
absorption efficiency, etc

In vivo elimination human

Elimination half-life data

1,900

1,100

Intestinal absorption efficiency (AE)
from various datasets and literature

90

80

Absorption efficiency rodent

Complementary data for scoring if available

Absorption efficiency –
human

Intestinal absorption efficiency (AE)
from various datasets and literature

900

Various TK parameters human

Intravenous PK parameters in humans Vd at steady state, total body clearance, Fu, MRT, half-life

670

670

Renal clearance rates human

Human renal clearance

Human renal clearance, total body clearance, fu*GFR, net
reabsorbed versus net secretion, therapeutic area

390

390

Hepatic clearance rates human

Human steady state Vd, plasma unbound fraction, total body
Human intestinal absorption and firsthepatic clearance, renal clearance, F, Fa, Fg, Fh, therapeutic 300
pass elimination
area

300

Field measurements

Field BMF and TMF data for airbreathing organisms

TBD

Species information, concentrations, locations, lipid contents TBD

480

Data compilation, evaluation, assimilation

•

•

Export consistent
datasets for QSAR
modeling
Check existing
QSARs for reliability

Clean and check the structural information: Mol. descriptors, Phys-chem properties etc…
Data analysis: univariate, bivariate multivariate - gap analysis
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1-CoTK and PBTK model development

OBJECTIVE:
• Develop and compare 1-CoTK and PBTK models amenable to simulating and
interpreting typical laboratory data - > test models with laboratory data (“data-rich”)
OUTCOME:
• Ability to translate laboratory data to exposure scenarios/context relevant for B
assessment “in the field” - > test models, i.e., BAT with field data (“data-poor”)
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QSAR models for biotransformation and other TK endpoints

Papa et. al. 2018 Food
and Chemical Toxicol.

Arnot et al. 2014 ES&T

OECD Principles
for QSAR models

•
•
•
•
•

New QSARs for CLH, fu,
etc in mammals

A defined endpoint
An unambiguous algorithm
A defined domain of applicability
Measures of goodness of fit, robustness and predictivity
A mechanistic interpretation, if possible
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New TK models, revised BAT: Model evaluations
Parameterize, Apply

Evaluate Performance

LAB DATA

FIELD DATA

Lessons Learned

Integrated testing strategy
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Data analysis – Integrated Testing Strategies

Existing

Identify limitations of
existing data and
systematically guide
new data generation

Future

Consensus
modelling

Global AD

Detect
outliers

Gap analysis

Guide
experiments
to address
uncertainty
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Thank you
• SETAC North America (Sacramento) 2018 Poster Presentation:
“Developing and testing models to integrate toxicokinetic data for assessing
bioaccumulation in mammals.” Arnot J, Armitage J, Papa E, Embry M, Sangion A,
Bertato L, Pohlenz Perez A, Foster K, Looky A, Wyatt J, Ramos E, Toose L.

• Contact:
jon@arnotresearch.com

